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ABSTRACT

We study the confinement of acoustical modes within 2DEG due only to the electron-

phonon interaction. The confined modes split out from the bulk phonons even at uniform lattice

parameters, when the 2DEG is created by means of modulation doping. The effect is more pro-

nounced when me wave vector q of the modes increases and is maximum at q = 2kp {KF is the

Fermi wave vector). In the case of several electron sheets the additional features of the confinement

effect appear.

In the limit of the strong electron-phonon coupling and high surface concentration of the

electrons the considered system can suffer Peierls-type phase transition. In this case periodical

deformation of the lattice and charge density wave are confined within the electron sheet.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE

September 1992

1 Introduction

One of the current topics of the semiconductor physics is the confinement
of phonons in semiconductor heterostructures [1, 2, 3, 4]. This phenomenon
is interesting because of fundamental aspects, as well as applications. In
particular the phonon confinement affects the electrons transport, which is
the main object of applications of the heterostructures. It is well known that
the phonon confinement in the heterostructures is due to different lattice
characteristics of the semiconductor compounds forming the heterostructure
(various lattice constants, lattice forces, symmetry, etc.). On the other hand,
existence of free carriers in these layers is not considered as the main reason
for the confinement effect.

In this paper we predict and study the phonon confinement origin?*ting
from the electron-phonon interaction. We show that confinement of acousti-
cal modes appears due to only the electron-phonon interaction if there is an
electron gas sheet (3D or 2D electron layer). The lattice characteristics are
uniform before inserting the electron sheet, therefore this effect exists even
at the uniform lattice characteristics except the modifications due to electron
-phonon interaction. Such a physical situation and the electron layers can
be realized by modulation doping, for example under ^-doping [5, 6, 7].

The physical base of this mechanism of the confinement effect is the same
as the physics of renormalization of acoustical vibrations by the electrons in
bulk materials which has been studied theoretically and experimentally [8]
before. It can be explained qualitatively as following. Acoustical wave cre-
ates a potential for electrons. The electrons having high velocities follow the
acoustical wave. Hence they are redistributed in space. Non-uniform redis-
tribution of the electrons leads to space dependent electron forces which act
to the lattice, expanding lattice at some regions while compressing it at the
others. As a result of such a self-consistent interaction the renormalization
of the phonon spectrum arises. The sound velocity is always decreased by
this renormatization, that means a reduction of the elastic modulus and a
softening of the lattice. In addition to that, it gives rise a set of other effects
such as the features of the spectrum at the phonon wave vector q = 2kF (kF

is the Fermi wave vector of electrons) and displaying of the electron system
symmetry by renormalized acoustical spectrum.

In the case, when electrons are localized within some layer, the mentioned
mechanism gives a slight decrease of the elastic modulus of the layer. From
the theory of elastic waves [1, 2, 3] it is known that embedded layer character-
ized by decreased elastic modulus always splits the bulk acoustical spectrum
into bulk-like modes and localized modes. The latter are confined into or
near the embedded layer, and propagate along the layer. Therefore we can
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expect that the electron-phonon interaction under the localization of elec-
trons within the electron sheet would lead to the phonon confinement effect.
The aim of this study is to show the existence of the mentioned phenomenon.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we define the physical model
and introduce the main characteristics related with problem. Some details
of necessary calculation are given in Appendix. In Sec.3 the solutions for
the confined acoustical modes and the electron charge density waves are
obtained and analyzed for unique 2D-electron sheet.The numerical results for
realistic semiconductor parameters also are given in this Section. The case of
strong electron-phonon coupling leading to instability and phase transitions
is discussed briefly in Sec.4. Two electron sheets and new peculiarities of this
physical care is considered in Sec.5. Section 6 draws the main conclusions of
the paper.

2 Model and equations

We will describe the long-range acoustical vibrations of lattice by equation
of the sound waves [9]

^ i - £ ^ (11
P dt2 ~ dxk

} ( '
where u, are components of displacement vector (u) of medium, p is its
density, <r,i is the stress tensor, t and Xk are time and space coordinates,
respectively. For simplicity, we consider the isotropic elastic medium. Then,
contribution of elastic lattice forces to the stress tensor <r,jt is [9]

2 1
(2)

where A and fi are Lame coefficients, and u^ is the strain tensor. We as-
sume also that electrons are characterized by isotropic energy law. Then the
elect ron-phonon interaction can be described by only one constant of defor-
mation potential 6 [10] and contribution of electrons to the strain tensor <Tjfc

= bn6tk (3)

where n is concentration of the electrons.
Inserting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1), equation for displace-

ment u, is obtained as following:

dn
(4)

We assume that the electrons are confined into a sheet of thickness d
by a corresponding potential (for example, by electrostatic potential of the
positive charge of donor sheet). The phonon wave vector q is restricted such
that characteristic decay length of modes outside the sheet K~^(q) is much
larger than the layer thickness d. So that the criterion is

Kch{q)d<l (5)

In such a case it is possible to consider the electrons as confined in a plane
(ior example, in plane z = 0, where z is the direction perpendicular to the
plane). Hence the concentration of the electrons can be written as:

n(r,t) = n.{x,y)8(z) (6)

where n, is "surface" concentration of the electrons. However, electron mo-
tion can have as 2D,as 3D character. We consider that the electrons follow
adiabatically the vibration of lattice and are redistributed in potential of
the acoustic wave corresponding to the physical picture presented in Intro-
duction. Inequality I >• hjj which is necessary condition of this adiabatic
approximation always holds for the semiconductors (t is characteristic elec-
tron energy, u is phonon frequency, see Appendix). The potential induced by
acoustic wave is

h(r) = bun - tip. (7)

Here <p is electrostatic potential arised from the non-uniform redistribution
of the electrons in space and it is governed by Poisson equation:

•= 6n,(x,y)6(z) (S)

e0 is the dielectric constant of crystal.
We assume the dependence of all variables on plane coordinates (x, y) has

the form
u l ,^ft,<5n Jcxe"v1 (9)

where q lies in plane of the electron sheet and rjj = rf|(x, j/). Change in the
electron concentration Sn can be calculated by using the perturbation theory
for the density operator (see Appendix):

Here

^S+t-erf + iS

(10)

(11)



is the polarization of the electron subsystem. en j is the electron energy for

n"1 subband, k is wave vector of the electrons describing their motion in the
plane of the electron sheet, and /o(en j) is Fermi distribution function. If the
number of subbands is large, the electron motion within the sheet is almost
3 dimensional. In the contrary case, the polarization P(q,T) corresponds to
the electron gas with reduced dimensionality.

The set of relationships (4),(6),(7), (8),(10),(ll) is sufficient to consider
the acoustical modes localized near the electron layer.

3 Solutions for confined modes and their anal-
ysis

It is easy to prove using equation (4) that only longitudinal acoustical waves
interact with electrons in our model of isotropic energy spectrum of the elec-
trons. Therefore it is convenient to consider the equation for relative volume
change V • u = UJJ instead of several components of the displacement of
the lattice. From equation (4) we find the equation:

^ ( V • u) - (A • u) = (12)

Now, by taking into account the relationships (6) and (9), we can write the
system of rquations in the following simple form for the region outside the
plane z = 0:

(13)

Here w is Lequency of determined waves, q is velocity of the longitudinal
acoustical phonons for the system without electrons. The solutions of the
equations (13) outside the sheet (at z ^ 0) should be matched at z = 0 by
the following conditions:

dz

f{+0) £ ( o , = t
dz dz «o
6n, = - P ( f l T) ({«« + <t>)1=0

(14)

= 0(-O) and u«(+0) = u,,(-0)

5

(15)

and satisfy the boundary conditions far away from the sheet:

uH , <t> —* 0 , z —• ±oo (16)

In equations (14), UH(±0) and <j>(±0) are the solutions at left and right side
of the sheet at limit z —> ±0. The conditions 16 mean that we look for
solutions confined near the electron sheet.

The solutions of equations (13) can be written for both uu and <f> from
equation (15) by using continuity conditions as

utl =

(17)

Inserting these solutions to equation (14) gives the relationship between the
magnitudes of the acoustic wave and the vibrations of the electrostatic po-
tential:

2
B=-Ab

2q , T)/t0'

Expression for K is

(19)

The right hand side of equation (19) is always positive. This means that the
solutions decay exponentially far away from the layer. The same expression
gives dispersion relation for the confined acoustical modes:

1 -
(

,20)

One can see from (20) that the frequencies of the confined phonons are
always less than the frequencies of the bulk one. That is consistent with
the physical picture described in Introduction. The splitting value of the
frequencies depends on the fourth power of the constant coupling b. It can
be mentioned that the usual result for renormalization of acoustical phonons
is always proportional only b2. Distinction between the bulk phonons and
the confined one also grows with increasing q: degree of the confinement
becomes larger as it is seen from relation (19), and the dispersion relation
falls of from the linear behavior.
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The term ive2P(q,T)/eo in denominator of expressions (18),(19),(20),
evidently, describes screening effect of the electron charge which is redis-
tributed in tiie electron sheet. It is convenient to introduce the characteristic
wave vector qlc by equality:

fl« = ^ J ' ( 9 « ) (21)

Since the function P{q,T) decreases with increasing q for both 3D and 2D
systems the equation (21) has only one solution for qlc. In the case of

q < g. (22)

the total potential h(f) induced by the acoustical wave is small as it follows
from (7) and (17), because the change of the bottom of the conduction band
b(V • u) and the electrostatic energy — ef compensate each other. In this
limiting case (<j <C qac) the dispersion relation takes a simple form

2 ,t(, ( W V^
vr = q c, 1 — I I I

\ V 4xe2(A + 2ii) J I

(23)

and does not depend on parameters of electron band, quantization into sheet,
temperature etc. Of course, this simple expression is valid under certain
conditions like the given by (5) and (21). In this limit, the decay length of
the acoustic mode outside the sheet AT1 is proportional with q~3.

In opposite to (22), in the case

q > q,c (24)

the screening is not essential. Equation (19) implies that we can neglect the
term — eip in 7 and the dispersion relation takes the form for q ^ q,c

')')
(25)

In this case, the magnitude of the mode outside the electron sheet decays with
ft-1 ~ i~2. For estimating the inequalities (5),(22),(24) and discussing the
disperuon relation, it is necessary to calculate P(q,T). At low temperature
limit we can find from equation (11):

•0

'•»> - 5- , (26 )

where summation is calculated over all occupied subbands, kp is Fermi wave
vector of the electrons in the ntK subband (h2(kp)2/2m' ~ eF ~ en>0, ejr is
Fermi energy), 0 is Heaviside step function [11]. In this limit relationship of
Fermi energy and total surface concentration of electrons is given by

(27)

where the summation is calculated over the occupied subbands.
In limiting case of high temperature T the polarization is obtained as

(28)

As seen from (26),(27),(28), the parameter q,c characterizing the screen-
ing and also confinement effect increases with decreasing of temperature.
Because of this we will consider the case of low temperature in detail. The
following analysis will clarify the physical picture and describes the actual
situation q,c < q better. The value qac is always small comparable with
kp for semiconductors with large dielectric constant eo (f°r example, IV-VI
compounds):

qK < ^ (29)

This means that at the region of q ~ kf where confinement effect is ' lore
pronounced the screening does not suppress the effect. In general, fo' the
semiconductors with modest e0 inequality (29) can be also true. As it follows
from (26) the maximum value-of the qsc is of the order of inverse Bohr radius
as for semiconductors. In fact, let the electron sheet is created by means
of doping. It is necessary to dope the semiconductor up to concentrations
such that n,a2

B > 1 to achieve the free carriers and conductivity [6, 12]. But
this inequality is equivalent to the criterion (29). When (29) is hold, we
can consider the case q ~ kp and (24) would be valid. The decay length
of the acoustic wave outside the electron sheet K""1 = 2(A 4- 2^)/biP(q,T)qi

is much larger than the wavelength 2-KJq even for q ~ kp and q ~ \jd for
actual semiconductor parameters (see estimates below). Since the inequal-
ities (5),(24),(29) are compatible, that means that the expression for the
dispersion relation (25) holds in the region q ~ kp, the screening does not
suppress the renormalization, the electrostatic potential can be neglected and
the splitting of the confined acoustical mode is maximum. At q > 2k.p the
magnitude of P{q)q is proportional with q~l, so the splitting decreases with
increasing q.

We use the following typical parameters of semiconductors to estimate the
order of value of the confinement effect: A-f 2fi = 1012 gr/cmsec', b = 15 cV,
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m = O.5mo (p-material), to = 15. Then for typical electron concentration
for ^-doping layer n = 6.7 x 1012 cm"2 [S, 6] (kF = 6.5 x 106 cm"1, if
we assume a single subband), we find the maximum of the splitting of the
confined modes (uw/t-Wom/Vawjt = 0.03.The splitting out for this example
is essential,but is not too large because of the accepted parameters which
are characteristic for usual (weak) electron-phonon coupling. Quantitative
behavior of w(q) for the confined acoustical modes is shown in figure l,a at
different temperatures. It can be seen that at finite temperature the "beak-
type" peculiarity at q = 2kp,which is characteristic for T = 0, becomes to be
pressed, the maximum of the splitting out is slightly removed toward large
value q. In general,it can be noted that the increasing of the temperature
influents on the effect,but does not suppress it up to several hundreds K.

At the same conditions the modes are confined inside a region of thick-
ness 80 A(see figure l.b). The latter means that even weak electron-phonon
coupling brings about the strong confinement effect for acoustical modes near
by the electron sheet.

For semiconductors with large dielectric constant (IV-VI compounds)
the splitting increases as much as 3 times.

4 Lattice softening and possible phase tran-
sition into state with charge density wave
and periodical deformation

The physical system studied here gives an interesting example of an in-
stability and a phase transition. In fact, let us turn to general formulae
(19),(20). These formulae show that the acoustical modes splitted out are
more "soft" than the bulk vibrations. In the case of strong electron-phonon
coupling this "softening" of the lattice can lead to negative value u>7 (see
(20)). That means instability of the medium: under certain parameters of
medium (electron-phonon coupling, concentration of electrons, dielectric con-
stant,etc) considered crystal has to suffer an phase transition. As a result
of the phase transition an non-uniform deformation (periodical in plane x, y,
and localized near electron layer) and also a charge density wave inside sheet
could appear.

In this paper only linear theory of the system is developed. For such
a linear approach any new phase(s) can not be studied. However, some
general remarks about the phase transition could be done on the base of the
above results and previous theories of the electron-phonon systems (see,for
example,[13]).

Two external parameters - the surface electron concentration ns and the
temperature T - control the phase transition. One can see that in the first
the instability has to be displayed at q = 2kp under zero temperature and
critical concentration equal

(30)

This case exactly corresponds to the Rjerls transition. There is only deference
that in considered case all changes in new phase hold within the electron
sheet. If n, > n,", the new phase exists in some finite interval of the
temperatures. With increasing of the temperature thie interval is removed
toward q > 2kp (this tendency one can understand from features of the
curves in figure l.a). In this case the system initially is not stable inside
v hole interval of wavevectors q. As a result, in general case, the periodicity
of the new phase may not coincide with I&erls value (2kp)~1. It must be
determined by specific nonlinear properties of the system.

If the electron-phonon coupling is so large that the phase transition can
occur at high temperature, when numbers subband are populated and the
limiting case (28) is valid, the instability displayed in infinite interval of the
wavevector q. This result is very close to "multy-condenson" (acoustical po-
larons) problem, which has been considered in papers [14, 15] for 3D electron
gas.

It is well known that in the problem of the acoustical polaron there is great
difficulty related with ground state energy. The difficalty has been studied in
the first paper devoted to the problem of one electron in 3D crystal [IS] and
then it was displayed in many-particles theories [14, 15, 16, 17]. The main
conclusion of these theories is that the finite ground state for 3D-system
does not exist under macroscopic consideration of the lattice. But that ;s
not true for low dimensional systems. Foe examlpe, there exists acoustical
polaron in quantized magnetic field, at the same conditions the ground state
of multi-polaron system has finite energy, etc.

Comparison both the case analyzed in this paper and the results of works
[16, 17] allows to conclude that for considered macroscopic system an ground
state at T — 0, and a finite minimun of the free energy at T > 0 also should
exist. These states would correspond to a new phase with periodical structure
in the plane x,y and confined within the electron sheet. But theory of new
phase(s) must to base on nonlinear approachs.

10
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5 Confinement of acoustical modes for the
case of two electron sheets

In previous sections we considered the confinement effect for the acoustical
modes caused by single electron sheet. We have showed that the character-
istic scale of the decaying of the waves in space outside the electron sheet
can be considerable. It is known that not only the heterostructures with one
electron sheet but many layered system can be fabricated [6, 5], Distance
between these electron sheets can be varied artificially. If the inter-sheet
distance is in the order of the characteristic scale, the effect of interaction of
these sheets is appeared.

In this section, on the example of two electron sheets structure, we show
that the interaction of these sheets leads to not a simple change of confined
modes but gives a splitting to additional acoustical waves characterized by
other features.

Consider two identical electron sheets placed in pfanes z — ±L. Assume
that the distance between them, 2L, is much larger than their thickness
d. Analysis of analogues of the wave equations (13) and boundary condi-
tions (14),(15),(16) show that there are two types of solutions: symmetrical
and antisymmetrical solutions (related to change z —* — z). We give here
only antisymmetrical solutions:

"II = I ^ t i n h r t z <t> - | _ j 1*1 >£
-L < z < L (31)

Here the "upper" signs are for the region z > L while "lower" signs are for
z < ~ L. K is equal to \Jq* — w3 fcf. Similar to the previous case relationship
between thu coefficients of acoustic and electrostatic wave is given by

(32)
29(1 -I- coth qL) + 4jre2P(g-, T)/e0

So the equation for K has following form

(33)
The symmetrical solutions can be obtained from (31),(32),(33) by simple
substitutions sinh —* cosh and coth —* tanh and taking the same sign for
coefficients in (31).

The existence of two types of solutions corresponds to the splitting to two
sorts of confined modes. The symmetrical one, although differs from the sin-
gle electron sheet solutions by magnitude of splitting, degree of confinement

11

etc., shows the same physical trends. For example, as expected from physical
picture, the symmetrical solutions almost coincides with one sheet mode with
doubled P{q, T) at qL, KL <C 1. Both of the solutions, i.e. symmetrical and
antisymmetrical, reduce to the one sheet solutions (17)—(20) at qL, nL ^S> 1.

However, antisymmetrical modes are considerably different at small K,q.
This solution splits from the bulk one after a finite value of q = qc. Since « „
is small for q ~ qc, we can find the equation for qc:

1

I A + 2n -I-
(34)

which has always single root. Near qc, dispersion relation for the antisym-
metrical modes is

1 (35)

where prime denotes the derivative with respect to q. Analysis of equa-
tion (33) shows that the splitting between bulk phonons and antisymmetri-
cal confined modes increases when q increases up to 2 ^ , then the splitting
falls down. The antisymmetrical branch is always placed between the bulk
phonons and the symmetrical modes. The phonon spectrum for two identical
electron sheets is illustrated in figure 2.a,b by using the structure parameters
given at previous section.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have showed that the electron sheet, in particular 2D elec-
tron gas, localizes the acoustic modes due to electron-phonon interaction
even at uniform lattice characteristics. The confinei modes propagate along
the sheet and decay away from it. The acoustic waves are accompanied with
the charge waves. The splitting out of the modes from the bulk phonons
increases when wave vector q increases and reaches a maximum at q = 2kp,
then the splitted modes are converged to the bulk phonons with increasing
q. Additional features of the confined modes arise for the case of several
electron sheets.

From the above results it follows that the confinement effect can be signif-
icant for the media with strong electron-phonon interaction, large effective
mass of electrons, high concentration and low temperature.

The limit of strong electron-phonon interaction and high electron concen-
trations can present a special interest. In this case the considered system can
suffer the phase transition like Pierls-type, but nonuniform deformation of
the medium and charge density wave is localized within the electron sheet.

12



In conclusion, the studied confinement effect of the acoustical modes by
the electron sheet can be considerable. It may be investigated by acoustical
measurements of the semiconductors with ^-doping. The scattering on the
confin< J modes can affect the electron transport at these materials.

7 Appendix

The surface density of the redistributed electrons into the electron sheet can
be calculated by treating the induced potential k(r) as a perturbation. The
electron concentration can be written in terms of the density operator p as:

n(f) = Tr(6(r - P)p(r'))

Heisenberg equation of motion for the density operator is:

(36)

(37)

where the hamiltonian is H = HQ + h(fti.}. In the absence of the acous-
tic wave, the electrons are described by hamiltonian Ho with eigenfunctions
t/^jfr") = j/jn(^r)eitrTi, where tpn{^) corresponds transverse motion of electrons
in the electron sheet and eigenvalues tn j , n = 1,2, ••• k = (kx,kv). In-
duced potential h{f, i) = k(r)elw1~St is introduced as perturbation, where
h(r) is given by expression {7) and S —* 0 at the end. Initial density operator
pa is diagonal and identical with Fermi distribution function /o(enjr). Solu-
tion of equation (37) in the first order of h can be found in the interaction
representation (i.e. any operator A is denned by A; - t

iH^lf>Ae~iliailh) by
inserting the initial value p{—oo) = po

= PI-PO = -T f dt'(h,(r, t')H0 - Hoht{r, (') (38)

To go further we supposed that h as a function of z is not changed through
the electron sheet and does not lead to intersubband transitions, i.e. <
ipn £|/i|̂ i>n, Q > = 0 for n ^ n', which are concluded from our proposed model.
Then, the change in density of electrons can be found from equation (36)
with the use of ft(rf|,O) = hqe'*r~* as

In this expression the energy of phonons fiu) can be neglected when compared
with the electron energies, that corresponds to the adiabatic (static) limit.
After doing integration over z we have the expression for the surface density
of electrons given at (10).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Characteristics of confined modes as a function of wave vector
q for single electron sheet at different temperatures:

a) Phase velocity wjqci,
b) Inverse decay length re. Inset shows the form of the solution.

Figure 2. Phase velocity u/qc; as a function of wave vector q for two
identical electron sheets at two different temperatures.

Interlayer distance 1L is equal to 100 A (a), 200 A (b), and 400 A (c).
While antisymmetrical solutions are shown by dashed Sines, symmetrical

solutions are shown by solid lines. Inset shows the form of symmetrical and
antisvmtnetrical solutions.
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